Drop Logs 4,000 Feet

"They also set a force on top of a mountain some distance up Salt River for the purpose of cutting timber logs which they expected to push over a cliff 4,000 feet high, down to the bed of Salt river, and then raft them down to the dam site. They cut the timber before they attempted to pass the logs over the bluff. The first logs they passed over the bluff reached the river bed in splinters and they had to abandon their timber already cut on the mountain top and find their timber at another place."
REAL ESTATE DEAL CAUSES A HORDRIBLE TRAGEDY IN PHOENIX

MELVIN G. GILLETTE ELINIR BY F. COFFMAN WHO THEN SUC
designed the interior of the Silver Spring Inn was occupied in the spring of 1912.

Theazimuth of the building was determined by the location of the sun at various times of the year. The building was constructed of local materials and was designed to be energy-efficient.

A four-story brick building with a central tower and a hip roof, the house was built in the Queen Anne style. The exterior was decorated with stucco and brickwork, and the interior was finished with oak and mahogany woodwork.

The tower was constructed of dressed stone and had a mansard roof.

The building was completed in 1914 and was immediately occupied. It remained in use until 1950, when it was abandoned and allowed to deteriorate.